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Nvis Software accentuates Robotic 

Platforms which are useful for 

students to gain knowledge in the 

field of Robotics technology. These 

platforms provide integrated 

knowledge of electronics and 

mechanics. The software also 

provides ambidexterity of 

platforms that helps in research on 

robotic intelligence and behavior. 

These fully assembled experimental 

platforms are convenient and very 

insightful for use in research and 

educational institutions.
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Scope of Learning
?Learn to interface various Sensor modules
?Learn to interface LCD with ATmega32 microcontroller
?Learn to interface DC motor with ATmega32 microcontroller

?Learn to implement various robots like:
- Line Follower Robot - Object Follower Robot
- Obstacle Avoider Robot - Fire Detecting Robot
- Wall Follower Robot - Photophobic Robot
- Phototrophic Robot - Boomerang Robot
- Sound Controlled Robot

RoboCar Nvis 3302A is a variant of Nvis RoboCar. It is a readily 
assembled unit consisting of metallic chassis, L-clamps and wheels 
with different Sensor modules mounted on it. The machine is driven by 
DC motors powered by rechargeable batteries. This ATmega32 
Microcontroller based RoboCar is capable of fire sensing, clap sensing, 
light detecting, obstacle detecting, obstacle avoiding, wall following, 
path detecting, and many more activities.

Features
?8-Channel IR module interface ?IR Sensor module interface
? TSOP-IR Sensor module interface ?Fire Sensor module interface
?Clap Sensor module interface ? Light Sensor module interface
? 16 x 2 character LCD interface ?Onboard battery charger
? PC based programming ?Expansion connectors
? Switch Interface ?Learning material CD

RoboCar

RoboCar Nvis 3302P 

RoboCar Nvis 3302P based on PIC16F877A microcontroller, is an 
electro-mechanical platform with the capability of sensing 
environment, processing data, and acting according to the 
preprogrammed sequence. Various Sensors like IR (Infrared), 
Ultrasonic, Analog and many more can be interfaced with this RoboCar. 
It is a multitasking RoboCar that can perform actions such as path 
following, distance measurement, obstacle detection with wireless 
operation etc.
RoboCar Nvis 3302P is a Robot designed for Robotics students so they 
could get comfortable with the world of Robotics and Embedded 
Systems.

Scope of Learning
?Learn to interface various Sensors like:

1. IR Sensor
2. Ultrasonic Sensor
3. Analog Sensor (optional)

?Learn to interface LCD with PIC16F877A microcontroller
?Learn to interface DC motor with PIC16F877A microcontroller
?Gaining indepth knowledge about Robotics and PIC 

microcontroller which will be very profitable in further studies
?Learn the concept of RF communication  (optional)

Features
?16 x 2 character LCD interface
?Ultrasonic Sensor interface
?Infrared(IR)  Transmitter 

interface
?IR Receiver interface
?DC Motor interface & control
?Buzzer interface
?Switch interface
?Expansion connectors

?Onboard battery charger
?PC based programming
?R F  m o d u l e  i n t e r f a c e  

(Optional)
?Analog Sensor interface 

(Optional)
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RoboCar Nvis 3302W is another variant of Nvis RoboCar which does 
not need any microcontroller interface for its functioning. This RoboCar 
is specially designed for electronics students and is capable of sensing 
different environmental conditions using various sensor modules. The 
platform consists of metallic chassis, L-clamps and wheels with 
different Sensor modules and a motor driver circuit mounted on it. This 
RoboCar has various applications including fire sensing, clap sensing, 
light detecting, object following, obstacle avoiding, wall following, path 
detecting etc. It's another feature is that the control unit and the 
Sensors can be interfaced with any microcontroller board.

RoboCar

Features
?IR Sensor module interface
?TSOP-IR Sensor module interface                               
?Fire Sensor module interface
?Clap Sensor module interface
?Light Sensor module interface
?DC motor interface & control
?Expansion connectors
?Onboard battery charger

Scope of Learning
?Learn to use Robots from basic to high end activities
?Learn to drive DC motors with H bridge motor driver based on 

L298 IC
?Learn to interface various Sensor modules like:

- Fire Sensor module 
- Clap Sensor module 
- Light Sensor module 
- TSOP-IR Sensor module 
- IR Sensor module
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RoboLeg Nvis 3305 is a next Generation legged Robotic platform with stimulating 
design and capabilities. It has 6 degree of freedom which allows stable walking 
Steps; using 6 Servo motors. The main board of the RoboLeg can drive up to 6 Servo 
motors in parallel. There are various ports for I2C, SPI and USART that are provided 
for variety of applications like Sensor interfacing, EEPROM interfacing etc.

RoboLeg can perform various effective movements like right kick, left kick, 
stretching, forward walk, and reverse walk. It is very easy to drive all these 
movements using menu switch and LCD provided on the main board. RoboLeg can 
be controlled using wireless device like RF or using PC software.

RoboLeg

Scope of Learning
?Learn to interface Servo motors

?Gaining extensive knowledge about two leg walking principle

?Gaining knowledge about advance level programming for forward/reverse walking 
principle, right/left kick, stretching and many more activities

?Perform wireless control over RoboLeg using RF module

?Use software to control Roboleg

Features
?6 DOF moving capability

?Nvis 3305 main board featuring various ports and connectors for range of applications

?Wireless RF controlled

?High torque metal geared Servo motor

?Easy to understand learning material

?PC Software

Educational Robot with 5 axis moving arm

Educational Robot with 5 axis moving arm Nvis 3301C is an 
educational Robotic arm based on ATmega128 that has 
intriguing features like color sensor interfacing, wireless control, 
audio-video camera interfacing, graphical TFT interfacing, etc. 
This Robotic arm is driven by the RC servo motors, consists of 5 
degree of freedom (DOF) which can be represented by the 
rotating base, shoulder, elbow, wrist, and the gripper.  DC motors 
at its base makes it a moving Robotic arm.

Features
?Moving Robotic arm 

?Wireless remote control

?16 x 2 character LCD interface

?DC and Servo motor interface & control

?Color sensor interface

?Onboard battery charger

?Audio-video camera interface (optional)

?Graphical 7" TFT interface (optional)

Scope of Learning
?Learn to interface RC Servo and DC motor

?Learn the concept of RF communication

?Learn the concept of Pick and Place Robot

?Learn to interface Color Sensor and study of its application in 

Color detection and sorting

?Learn to interface audio-video camera. (optional)

Nvis 3301C 

Nvis 3305 



6-Axis Robotics Training System

6-Axis Robotics Training System Nvis 3300 is versatile training 

equipment, not only for Mechatronics students but also for all Robotics 

enthusiasts to understand the concept of Robotics i.e. study of axis 

motions. To make it simple we have provided a programmable Robotic 

arm with an interactive front panel. Accompanied Software 

demonstrates complete functioning as well as allows user to develop 

their own programs.

Scope of Learning
?Study of Stepper motor and Servo motor

?Study of Sensors

?Each axis can be controlled individually

?Ideal to understand basics of CNC machine

?It can be operated from 8 bit microcontroller to ARM 
processors

?Can be controlled from Computer using user friendly Software

?Programmable tasks

?Recording and Playing capability

?Optional interfacing with PLC

?Wide work area

?Touch operated ON/OFF switch

?Auto set to home position

?User can develop own applications

?Self-contained and easy to operate

?Data acquisition using USB

?Graphical representation

?Exhaustive course material & references

Robotic arm

Robotic arm Nvis 3301 has five joints closely resembling a human arm. It 
has the equivalence of a shoulder, an elbow and a wrist. Robotic arm has 
a vital role in industrial development. Study of Robotic arm combines 
knowledge of Physics, Mathematics, Mechanical, Electronics, Structural 
Engineering and Computer Science.
Robotic arm Nvis 3301 is versatile training equipment for all Robotic 
enthusiasts to understand the basic concept of Robotics. Robotic arm 
can be controlled from software or the control panel. The control panel 
has LCD, switches, home sensor LED and connector for external 
interface with DIP switches and USB. With the help of the software user 
can control each DOF individually through mouse click, or key board.
Programming this Robot arm is easy and a student can write instructions 
in editor window which after compiling can be directly downloaded into 
the processor of Robotic arm for defined automation task.

Scope of Learning
?

Control System

?Easy steps for programming Robotic arm

?Each Servo can be controlled individually by giving start angle, 
stop angle, and speed

?Each axis can be controlled individually

?It can be operated from 8 bit microcontroller to ARM processors

?Can be controlled from Computer using user friendly Software

?Easy instruction programming editor for Programmable tasks

?Optional interfacing with PLC

?Ample work area

?Touch operated ON/OFF switch

?Auto set to home position

?Students can develop their own applications

?Self-contained and easy to operate

?Data acquisition using USB

?Exhaustive course material, references and demo programs

Study of Stepper motor, Servo motor, DC motor and Feedback 
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